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Who 
We Are?

Our staff consists of experienced subject matter 
experts who pride themselves in being Risk 
Management professionals. Whether public or 
private, we recognize that every organization has 
unique needs. What works for one organization may 
not work for yours.

Let us customize a program based on your needs 
today while offering the flexibility to adjust as your 
requirements necessitate.
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Quality

Performance

Communication

Focus

The question becomes “who sets the standards?” At Rizikon we 
think the answer is easy...the customer. It isn’t enough to meet our 
own internal standards. True quality isn’t achieved until we exceed 
our customers’ standards.

It’s doing things right the first time — on time — with accuracy 
and consistency. At Rizikon, we understand the necessity of 
paying attention to detail and ensure objectives are met to your 
specifications.

At Rizikon we talk face-to-face with our customers about 
their issues. Information can be passed in many forms, but 
communication comes from a familiarity that is achieved with 
time and effort.

At Rizikon we concentrate on achieving those objectives 
that our clients have told us are their priorities. We know 
because we take the time to ask.
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Rizikon brings an unparalleled level of 
expertise in the field. One important 
distinction in our product delivery 
system is that our team is available to 
meet with their clients “face to face”as 
often as necessary. We believe it is 
important to understand our clients’ 
expectations and business philosophy in 
order to serve them effectively.

Rizikon’s Risk Management, Environmental, and 

Safety & Loss Control Programs are tailored 

to your business’ individual needs, with onsite 

services coordinated with your time schedule in 

mind. We are here for you in your time of need - 

24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

When you hire a Rizikon Professional, you are 

accessing a family of organizations who specialize 

in safety, loss control, risk management, case 

management and medical management. A 

network of experts working together in support 

of our customers’goal of a safe & healthful work 

environment for their employees.

Capabilities  
   & Solutions

Rizikon is not a  
      service provider...

Markets  
We Serve

What differentiates our company is the depth of 
internal resources we have to assist our clients in 
the successful management of their programs. 

but rather a partner who shares your 
goal of providing a Productive & Safe 
Work Environment.

Commercial

State 
and Local

Tribal
Federal

Non-Profit
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Environmental consulting 20

Environmental operational  
services 21

Industrial hygiene consultant 22
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Rizikon is a privately held company that operates in support 
of high risk organizations and complex markets. We enable 
organizations to take meaningful steps to protect their assets, 
their people and their brand.

•  Our staff provide clients with a range of 

confidential services and advice about where 

improvements should be made and why.

•  We actively work with the client to 

implement solutions to reduce risk factors 

and maintain compliance with regulatory 

requirements in the most cost-effective 

manner possible.

•  As part of the risk management program 

we remain in regular contact with key 

staff, keeping clients fully informed about 

changes in the law, and other important 

issues that affect the operations of the 

organization.

We hold deep knowledge and experience working as contract based Risk Managers for a wide 

range of clients to include governmental entities, corporations, sovereign nations and non-

profit organizations.

Operations
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O P E R A T I O N S

At Rizikon, we don’t just provide solutions, we pursue excellence 
to help our clients achieve their operational objectives. When 
carried out effectively, these key processes not only reduce 
the risk of incidents occurring but are often an opportunity to 
innovate, and improve overall organizational efficiency.

Consultation

Training
Rizikon professionals provide education 

and training programs for clients. We focus 

on subjects that assist with risk reduction, 

regulatory compliance and operational 

efficiencies.

Our instructors use a proactive approach to 

threat and opportunity – based on a clear 

understanding of the powerful nature of both 

qualitative and quantitative approaches to 

risk management. We offer many effective, 

comprehensive training courses to examine 

threat and opportunity from a top-down and 

bottom-up perspective. For each of our courses, 

we provide trained instructors with “real industry 

life” experience.

We provide training at every level, from 

introductory courses such as Fundamentals of 

Risk Management and topical board issues such 

as Incident Investigation.

Rizikon professionals provide professional 

consultation with clients to address risk based 

issues within their organizations. Organization Risk 

Management (ORM) provides the client a structure 

to understand and respond to operational 

uncertainties and opportunities with relevant risk 

insight delivered through common, integrated 

risk identification, analysis and management 

disciplines. Our goal is to enhance the client’s 

organizational stability by refining decision 

making processes, strengthening governance and 

supporting a risk intelligent culture.

Auditing and analyzing systems to evaluate risk, 

and compliance with regulations is especially 

important because of potential liability issues. 

Rizikon provides a client specific set of audit 

protocols to be integrated into the audit 

and assesses site performance with respect 

to business operations, risk exposure and 

compliance with applicable regulations.

Audits are structured to assess a company’s 

performance against its own internal standards. 

These assessments often exceed regulatory 

requirements and encompass industry specific 

Best Practices. Rizikon professionals can either 

develop a protocol or use our RESHAPE protocol.
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Internal Auditing
Our audit professionals help our clients assess and transform their business 
functions to world-class levels. We work closely with clients in a wide range 
of industries, assisting them with assessing their risk profile; detecting and 
mitigating those risks to assist in the execution of their corporate strategies; 
keeping abreast of leading practices and emerging trends; and benchmarking 
data. Rizikon professionals can either develop a protocol specifically designed 
for the client or use our trademark RESHAP protocol.

Strategic Risk Planning
Examines the gap between real and perceived crisis readiness within your 
organization. Evaluate concerns about crisis risks and the company’s level 
of crisis management maturity. Our professionals have experience across all 
phases of the crisis management lifecycle in the areas of strategy, policy and 
planning, governance, financial and regulatory compliance, data analytics and 
reporting, human capital, stakeholder engagement, outreach, and more. 

Regulatory & Compliance
Our Regulatory & Compliance team leverages deep knowledge of industry-
specific regulations with tools, and methodologies to design, assess, and 
transform the processes, controls, and infrastructure needed to mitigate 
risk and stay in compliance.  Our capabilities include designing the target, 
assessing policies and procedures, testing and monitoring and in some 
instances managing compliance activities as, well as building the analytics and 
reporting structures to allow for ongoing measurement and analysis. 

Rizikon professionals provide support and offer the client a 
structure to understand and respond to operational uncertainties 
and opportunities with relevant risk insight delivered through risk 
identification, analysis and management disciplines.

ORM enhances the client’s organizational stability by refining decision making processes, 
strengthening governance and supporting a risk intelligent culture.

Consulting

R I S K  M A N A G E M E N T
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Risk 
Management

Rizikon operates in support of high risk organizations and complex 
markets. We enable organizations to take meaningful steps to protect 
their assets, their people and their brand.

Operations

We hold deep knowledge and experience working 
as contract based Risk Managers for a wide 
range of clients to include governmental entities, 
corporations, sovereign nations and non-profit 
organizations.

•   Our staff provide clients with a range of 

confidential services and advice about where 
improvements should be made and why.

•  We actively work with the client to implement 

solutions to reduce risk factors and maintain 
compliance with regulatory requirements in 
the most cost-effective manner possible.

•  As part of the risk management program 

we remain in regular contact with key staff, 
keeping clients fully informed about changes 
in the law, and other important issues that 
affect the operations of the organization.

As a member of The FDI Group, our 
clients receive a unique perspective 
that will support organizational 
sustainability as well as protect assets 
and people.
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RE AP is based on standards and guidelines 
most often found in world-class programs and 
designed to provide the client with a blueprint 
for world class performance.

By conducting audits, organizations and 
governmental entities can be assured that 
established risk management, environmental 

and safety processes are properly performed. 
It is an approach that makes sense. The lack of 
quantifiable knowledge and data can adversely 
impact operational continuity, the well-being of 
staff and safety of communities your facilities 
reside in as well as the reputation of the 
organization you represent.

The Rizikon Environment, Health & Safety Audit Protocol (RES AP) is 
designed to evaluate regulatory compliance based management systems. The 
RE AP evaluates a location’s ability to prevent injuries, illnesses and 
environmental incidents, comply with governmental regulations and control 
costs.

2
Rizikon provides two auditing approaches:

Site Audits and Specialized 
Industry Audits

Comprehensive 
Risk Audit
Audits are structured to assess 
a organizations performance 
against its own internal 
standards. These audits often 
exceed regulatory requirements 
and encompass specific best 
practices or requirements set 
forth by additional governing 
bodies such as a MIL-SPEC, 
Departmental Directives and 
accreditation bodies such as 
JCAHO. Rizikon can develop 
a protocol or use our RE AP 
protocol. In addition, audits may 
be performed by Rizikon staff 
or a team that combines Rizikon 
staff and client personnel.

1 Regulatory 
Compliance 
Auditing
Auditing systems to evaluate 
compliance with regulations is 
especially important because of 
potential liability issues. Rizikon 
provides a customer specific 
set of audit protocols to be 
integrated into the audit and 
assesses site performance with 
respect to applicable regulations, 
including federal, state and local 
requirements.
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Risk Management Audits
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Marina & Waterfront Facilities 
The marina facility audit is comprised of twenty sections, 
which review on-site management practices, operations and 
documentation. This audit process has been designed to assess 
marinas, boat maintenance and storage facilities, restaurants with 
docking facilities, waterway refueling stations, recreation areas 
and boat launches. Applicable standards may include OSHA, EPA, 
NFPA, USCG and other applicable regulatory agencies. 

Healthcare
The healthcare industry audit is an all-encompassing assessment 
which includes the administrative compliance audit aspects as well as 
a property wide evaluation, with a specific focus on environment of 
care processes and equipment. There are eleven (11) key elements that 
are evaluated by Certified Healthcare Safety Professionals (CHSP), with 
findings outlined in the final report. The end product is essentially a 
strategic plan on how to address current gaps and build for the future.

Site Audit - Universal
The universal audit is an all encompassing assessment which involves 
the aspects of the administrative compliance audit as well as a 
property wide evaluation. There are twenty-five (25) elements that 
are evaluated, with findings outlined in the final report. At the clients 
request, additional aspects may be added to include historical 
trends. Industries served include Government Facilities, Hospitals, 
Universities and similar organizations.

Hotel & Housing
The hotel audit and housing audit are all-encompassing assessments 
incorporating the administrative compliance audit with a property 
wide evaluation, assessing areas such as sleeping accommodations, 
recreational areas, mechanical spaces, grounds, and food preparation 
areas. There are thirty (30) elements that are evaluated. Additional 
aspects may be added to include client related incidents or complaints. 
The final report not only provides existing risk conditions but delivers a 
solution based plan, in pursuit of meeting industry best practices.
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Specialized Audits 
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Agriculture Audit
The Cultivation Agriculture Safety Audit (CASA) is conducted 
to assess static and operational work conditions. The 
static inspection includes items such as shields, guards, 
and equipment. The operational inspection includes field 
performance, operator performance, and any hazards in 
the surroundings in which the equipment is operated (such 
as culverts, and field obstructions). Consultants assigned 
to these projects come from an agricultural background, 
so you can be sure that we perceive issues from your 
perspective. 

ADA Audit
The audit analyzes existing structures and properties for ADA 
compliance. A detailed combination of both physical inspection 
and compliance knowledge. Our auditors focus on twenty-two (22) 
aspects, taking extensive photographs and notes, resulting in a 
detailed report for the client. This includes narrative on the areas 
that are deficient, and referencing codes to support the client in 
making strategic plans moving forward.

Casino
The casino audit is an all encompassing assessment incorporating 
the administrative compliance audit with a property wide 
evaluation. There are thirty (30) elements that are evaluated. 
Additional aspects may be added to include customer related 
incidents or complaints. The final report not only provides existing 
risk conditions but delivers a solution based plan, in pursuit of 
meeting industry best practices.

Manufacturing
The manufacturing industry audit is an all encompassing assessment 
which includes the administrative compliance audit aspects 
as well as a property wide evaluation, with a specific focus on 
manufacturing processes and equipment. There are twenty-five 
(25) elements that are evaluated, with findings outlined in the final
report. The end product is essentially a strategic plan on how to
address current gaps and build for the future.
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Crisis 
Management

From workplace fatalities to 
, our consultants understand how a 

crisis can rock even the steadiest of organizations. Managed 
well, a crisis provides the opportunity to show great leadership, 
but managed poorly, can threaten operations, investor 
confidence, customer loyalty, employee morale, and community 
standing - in short, your reputation.

Crisis Management
The best approach to protecting your 
company’s future is to implement an effective 
crisis management program before a crisis 
ever occurs. Rizikon can help you design a 
crisis management program that protects your 
company, its people, and its operations. A crisis 
management program is a systematic approach 
that helps you prepare for, manage, and 
recover from issues and incidents that threaten 
your people, brand, valuation, customers, 
finances, or operations. 

Crisis Communications
If your words aren’t right, your actions won’t 
matter. Even when you do all the right things, 
you also need to say the right things. People 
need to hear you say it. They need to know 
you feel it. Crisis Communications is a critical 
piece of the overall response and can be 
extremely difficult. Our professionals counsel 
and provide hands-on support to senior leaders 
and the board to help manage and mitigate 
any potential damage, bolster stakeholder 
confidence, and protect the company’s brand. 
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At Rizikon, our consultants will work 
with your team to identify the right 
approach with an appropriate level of 
detail to meet your culture and your 
needs.

Continuity of 
Operations 
Planning
We hold deep knowledge and 
experience working in organizational 
preparedness management. Our 
experience includes emergency 
response planning, evacuation 
planning, Continuity of Operations 
(COOP) planning, business continuity 
planning, crisis management, 
inherent safety, fire protection, 
risk management and security. We 
provide our clients with practical, 
cost effective solutions to manage 
their operational risks. We have 
provided training and consulting 

services covering the spectrum of 
these planning and response areas.

Onsite Support 
Services
Even with the best laid plans, 
your internal resources may be 
inaccessible or overwhelmed.  When 
a critical incident occurs, you may 
not have the resources to manage the 
scale and scope of a large response 

and recovery effort while maintaining 
your continuity of operations.  
Rizikon’s professionals have years 
of experience and a tested on-site 
Crisis Management Response Team, 
which can provide the expertise 
you need to effectively manage a 
situation – while it is happening.

Business 
Continuity

It is about your business. It is about your customers. 
It is about your people. For many regulated 
industries, the standard approach to business 
continuity is extremely effective, but for other 
industries –the standard approach only produces 
expensive plans that don’t help when an outage 
actually happens.
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Remotely piloted drones are one 
of the safest and most efficient 
ways you can conduct visual and 
thermal inspections, generate 3D 
maps, or collect a wide array of data 
applicable across a multitude of 
industries.

Through the use of conventional, 
thermal, and multispectral cameras, 
drone operators are able to provide 
a wealth of information, in real-time, 
for interpretation by inspectors. 
Additionally, high definition video, 
high resolution photos, and multi-
band spectral and thermal imagery 
can be further interpreted to 
generate 3D maps ideal for GIS 
integration, work-site management, 

risk/loss prevention, or agricultural 
analysis.

Conventional RGB Imagery - Ideal for 
inspections of all types: residential 
roof, commercial building, utility, 
telecom towers, wind energy, oil 
& gas refineries/pipelines, civil 
infrastructure, land/construction 
survey, general overhead imagery.

4K video can be recorded for later 
analysis and fed-live for real-time 
analysis to inspectors on the ground.

High resolution photos can be taken 
to document buildings, work-sites, 
utilities, etc. for insurance purposes.  
These photos can also be used to 
develop 3D maps as well.

Thermal Imagery - Ideal for many 
different types of inspection: 
residential roof, commercial building, 
utilities, industrial, firefighting & 
rescue, law enforcement & police.

Multispectral Imagery - Ideal for 
determining precision irrigation 
solutions and the gathering of crucial 
crop health data needed to increase 
yields and reduce the risk of crop 
failure.
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UAV—Drone
Aerial inspection, mapping, & data 
collection.

Commercial Building

   Detect delamination and spalling defects in 
concrete structures

   Map heat flow and prevent thermal bridging due 
to faulty insulation

   Perform forensic moisture intrusion inspections 
of plumbing facilities

   Detect insulation leaks in HVAC or refrigeration 
equipment

   Proactively identify areas of concern for moisture 
leaks

Utilities

   Identify hot spots within power transmission lines 
before failure occurs

   Quickly survey and detect failing cells within a 
solar array in minutes

   Detect thermal rise signatures of gearbox brake 
failure in wind turbines

Industrial

   Locate and isolate leaks emanating from buried 
pipelines

   Find line blockages in fluid transmission systems 
above ground

   Detect thermal patterns and monitor 
temperatures on boiler tubes

   Proactively monitor liquid levels in large storage 
tanks to detect leaks

   Identify and map trapped moisture penetration in 
roofs

   Perform energy audit inspections for thermal 
insulation efficiency

   Detect thermal hotspots within walls from faulty 
electrical circuits

   Take HD aerial images for insurance claims and 
inspection
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Agriculture & Golf Course 
Management 

   Analysis of irrigation 
systems 

   Accurately identify crop 
stress 

   Track the success of a 
nutrient application 

   Discover disease earlier 

3D Mapping 

   Up-To-Date Maps 

   GIS Compatability 

   Conduct volume, distance, 
& area measurements 

   Non-invasive data capture 

Construction & 
Infrastructure

   Site Inspections 

   Land Surveying 

   Employee Safety & 
Insurance 

   Monitoring Job Sites 

Insurance Industry

   Underwriters receive 
high resolution video and 
imagery to assist their 
analysis. Claims 

   Adjusters have fast, 
accurate data to evaluate 
conditions, and settle 
claims faster. 
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Safety

Our safety and risk management professionals focus on the development, 
communication and implementation of cost effective compliance and loss 
prevention strategies. 

Consulting

We help our clients reduce 
the frequency of incidents, 
minimize the costs associated 
with employee injury and 
diminish the impact on the 
organizations operations as a 
result.

What differentiates our 
company is the depth of 
internal resources we have 
to assist our clients in the 
successful management 
of their programs. Rizikon 
brings an unparalleled level of 
expertise in the field.

As one of our core values, 
we believe it is imperative 
to understand our clients’ 
expectations and business 
philosophy in order to serve 
them effectively.

Rizikon’s Safety, Loss 
Prevention, and Risk Analysis 
Services are tailored to 
your business’ individual 
needs, with onsite services 
coordinated with your time 
schedule in mind. We are here 
when you need us.

Key services include
   Safety Policies & Procedures – 

Technical Writing

   Safety Education & Training

   Safety Assessment: Culture & 
Strategies

   Comprehensive Site Audits

   Development of Effective Return to 
Work Programs

   And much more…
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An organizations ability to not incur the costs 
associated with a full time employee to include 
ongoing skills training, salary, healthcare 
benefits, retirement program offerings, 
personal time off costs, etc.

Operations

However, in reviewing the trend deeper, we 
continue to find that organizations seek to 
reap the benefits of having access to the 
cumulative knowledge and capabilities of 
an entire organization versus the benefits 
gained by hiring an “individual employee”.

OCIP / CCIP Projects
A key strategy within an OCIP / CCIP is a comprehensive safety program with 
continuous field presence. Our safety professionals work directly with your team to 
integrate safety from the initial hazard assessment planning stages to continuous 
field representation through safe project completion. They understand that safety, 
quality and productivity work hand-in-hand, and are experienced working within 
frameworks such as OCIP’s and large construction projects. The Rizikon Loss 
Prevention Team can completely staff or supplement an in-house safety team when 
additional staffing is needed on an OCIP / CCIP project.

Resource Planning and Load Leveling
Rizikon provides staffing to address short term resource needs, such as 
project start-ups, reporting, or for special one-time projects. In some cases, 
specific certifications may be required, such as a certified hazardous material 
manager (CHMM), qualified environmental professional (QEP), certified safety 
professional (CSP), and certified industrial hygienist (CIH), to name a few. 
Rizikon has the right person with the right experience for the task.

Professional Contract Staffing
Rizikon provides professional Environmental Health & Safety (EHS) staff on a contract 
basis. Our staff have significant corporate or facility EHS technical and management 
experience, and many have held senior staff positions. Assignments we support can 
range from as little as a few weeks to multiple years. By providing experienced EHS 
personnel, Rizikon has the where-with-all to hit the ground running, avoiding costs 
of training and minimizing organizational risks associated with inexperience staff.
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Client  
Sustainability
Rizikon promotes sustainability 
in our business and in the 
business communities we 
serve through the ongoing 
development of environmentally 
responsible business practices 
and consulting services. 
Our goal is to integrate 
environmentally responsible 
consulting into the framework 
of each client’s project to 
maximize value and reduce the 
environmental footprint. We 
are committed to contributing 
to the economic and 
environmental growth of the 
communities in which we work.

ISO14001  
Assistance
Rizikon professionals has 
provided ISO 14001 Audits and 
Gap Analysis for our industrial, 
commercial and institutional 
clients throughout the United 
States. The objectives are 
to evaluate storage and 
handling practices for both 
raw materials and wastes, and 
to identify potential areas of 
noncompliance or significant 
environmental risk.

Permits and 
Compliance
Rizikon provides permitting services, 
operating plans, inspections, training, 
and compliance assistance for our 
industrial, commercial and institutional 
clients.  Our staff have worked with 
clients with a single site to national 
companies with sites in multiple 
states.  Our professionals work closely 
with our clients to determine their 
understanding of the regulatory 
requirements for their facility, then 
develops a scope and schedule to 
meet their objectives.  Through this 
process, Rizikon acquires the site 
specific knowledge of the facility and 
its operations to effectively implement 
compliance services.

Rizikon’s seasoned team of professional environmental consultants 
provides superior solutions for environmental resource needs in private and 
public sectors.

Consulting

Recognized for excellent customer service 
and industry-leading technical expertise, 
Rizikon specializes in: environmental 
permitting through local, state and federal 

agencies; environmental site assessment and 
permitting; air quality; soil evaluation; and land 
management.

Environmental
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Rizikon provides professional staff to work on-site with government, 
private, and non-profit clients. The foundation of our success has been 
the exceptional technical capabilities and tailored services we offer to our 
customers.

Operations

We provide customers with 
comprehensive services 
in support of efficiency 
management, sustainability 
program development and 
energy savings, facility 
construction, infrastructure, 
operations, pollution 
prevention, conservation, 
restoration and compliance, 
in addition to staff 
augmentation.

 When requested, Rizikon 
can work as an extension 

to client staff.  We have 
performed key functions 
for clients on environmental 
projects, including planning, 
contracting, scheduling, 
review of technical 
documents, and supervision 
of other consultants and 
contractors to ensure 
that tasks are completed 
according to established 
scopes, budgets, and 
schedules.  Rizikon also 
provides compliance 

assistance.  We have obtained 
air, NPDES, and sanitary 
sewer discharge permits, and 
assisted with interpreting 
environmental regulations so 
our clients can meet reporting 
obligations or respond 
effectively to enforcement 
actions or other matters 
that require interaction with 
regulatory agencies.

Environmental Audit
Our comprehensive environmental audits were designed to assist 
our clients in understanding their environmental liabilities, both real 
and potential, and develop programs to minimize their risk exposure. 
Our professional staff is experienced in interpreting environmental 
regulations and determining their impact on our clients operations. 
Our audits focus on eleven (11) aspects, with the final report detailing 
our findings and recommendations moving forward.
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Chemical and noise exposure exists 
in virtually every workplace. There are 
thousands of compounds with exposure 
limits. The only way to know whether 
employees are being overexposed to 
airborne compounds or whether a hearing 
conservation program is necessary is to 
perform testing. Our staff consists of health 
and safety professionals who have extensive 
expertise in the evaluation and control of 
hazards.

Rizikon consultants works to construct and 
implement cost-effective and practical 
health and safety programs and effectively 
manages the risks and liabilities associated 
with your business.

Rizikon is committed to protecting the health and safety of people in the 
workplace and the community. Our Certified Industrial Hygienists assist 
clients in identifying and evaluating potential risks.

Consulting

Industrial 
Hygiene

Rizikon performs the following 
industrial hygiene services:

   Industrial hygiene surveys for 
chemical exposure, noise, and 
radiation

   Sampling for airborne contaminants

   Personal exposure monitoring

   Investigations and examinations of 
hazards and potential dangers

   Conducting research to possible 
harmful conditions

   Recommendations on improving 
safety of the environment
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We utilize scientific principles 
to recognize, evaluate, and 
control workplace conditions 
that may cause injury; use 
environmental monitoring 
and analytical methods to 
detect the extent of worker 
exposure, and serve as the 
technical expert to senior 
management regarding safety, 
security, and health issues. 

Commonly we are asked to:

•  Develop long range and short
term planning initiatives

•  Make immediate critical
decisions to provide a safe
working environment for
workers and the public.

•  Develop, modify, and
implement policies and
procedures.

•  Review inspection reports
of job sites and facilities
to ensure that working
conditions and methods
used by employees are in
compliance with regulations.

•  Provide work instruction
and assist employees with
difficult and/or unusual
assignments.

Rizikon’s focus is on partnering with our clients to develop and 
implement goals, objectives and policies for comprehensive industrial 
hygiene programs.

Operations

Services include:
  Continuous onsite industrial hygiene oversight 

  Continuous air sampling, if required

  Implementation of a perimeter air monitoring 
program to document off site release of 
construction related contaminants

  Inspection of building materials for the 
presence of asbestos, lead, PCBs or other 
regulated materials.

  Creation of dust and odor control plans to 
minimize issues with abutters 

  Design of decontamination plans to ensure 
that equipment and personnel leave site 
contamination onsite

  Noise monitoring and control

Construction sites are quickly 
changing environments 
that present a multitude of 
safety and industrial hygiene 
hazards to employees.  
Even more challenging are 
construction projects that 
occur within specialized 
businesses such as healthcare 
facilities, power generation 
facilities and more. Rizikon 
provides comprehensive 
continuous onsite industrial 
hygiene services for owners, 
developers, and construction 
managers.

Construction
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Information and knowledge are 
the drivers to mitigating risk 
in all facets of the business 
landscape. The following services 
are provided to assist clients with 
managing their risk profile.

All of these capabilities and 
services are built around the core 
concept that a close and candid 
partnership between Rizikon and 
its clients produces the most 
effective outcomes.

  Workplace violence prevention 
program development

  Cyber security and computer 
forensic services

  Asset protection programs & 
strategies

  Personal protection and threat 
assessments

  Security vulnerability, risk 
analysis and security program 
planning and development

  Security management program 
audits and performance 
analysis

Rizikon provides its 
clients with a broad 
range of information and 
knowledge from which 
to make key business 
decisions.

Consulting

Services

Protective 
Services

Rizikon provides professional 
risk management and protective 
services to meet the rigorous 
demands of today’s complex 
world. With the highest level 
of competence; access 
to, and deployment of, the 
latest technologies; and 
unparalleled experience in a 

broad range of situations and 
environments, our services are 
differentiated in the industry. Our 
comprehensive, global approach 
to risk management is based on 
superior levels of reliability and 
confidentiality, understanding 
of the client’s business and its 

requirements, strategic planning, 
execution and follow up.

Working in close partnership with 
our clients, Rizikon is a multi-
services firm, with an exceptional 
reputation in risk mitigation, asset 
protection, consulting and the full 
range of protective services.
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Security Assessment
Rizikon risk management professionals, analysts and planners utilize meticulous 
fact-finding processes to identify, assess and manage the organizational risks, 
threats and vulnerabilities confronting a business or initiative, a portfolio of 
corporate assets or operations, or the business and personal activities of an at-risk 
executive. Our security assessments review existing security program capabilities, 
resources and priorities. Careful evaluation of all safety and security program 
drivers, including strategy, structure and funding. The results are presented in a 
formal report, providing findings and recommendations.

Executive Protection
Executive and personal protection has become a valuable resource wherever 
changing risk conditions can impact individuals as well as businesses. Rizikon 
coordinates executive protection services in a variety of environments for 
senior corporate executives, and other prominent individuals. We connect 
our clients with protection professionals from a broad range of backgrounds, 
carefully selecting the individual who is the best fit for each unique risk profile 
and culture. Trained and highly skilled in the areas of advance and logistics 
planning, threat assessment, crisis management, and emergency response, 
Rizikon’s protection professionals maintain confidentiality, sensitivity, and 
discretion.

Asset Protection
Rizikon’s crisis management teams can assist a client with protecting key assets, its 
physical plant, staff, and information. Our highly qualified crisis response personnel 
are trained to make rational decisions under adverse conditions. Rizikon protective 
services may control access to the affected sites, monitor suppliers moving into and 
out of the area, ensure only appropriate employees are frequenting critical areas, as 
well as record and audit assets. Our professional staff helps clients better protect 
their corporate assets and facilities.
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Rizikon works closely with 
clients in government and 
industry to establish an 
all-hazards approach to 
comprehensive, well-defined 
emergency preparedness, 
crisis management, business 
continuity and consequence 
management plans that 
span all critical phases – from 
mitigation and emergency 
preparedness to response and 
recovery.

We can help you assess, update or 
create your emergency preparedness 
and management plan. It’s important 
that it aligns with your current 
emergency management capabilities 
as well as reflect your entity’s 
mission, and internal working 
environment, among many other 
factors.

Our comprehensive, integrated, and 
flexible approach to crisis readiness 
allows our clients to achieve a 
realistic, self-sustaining crisis 
management capability.

   FEASIBILITY STUDY / NEEDS 

ANALYSIS –It is important for 
an organization to understand 
its capabilities as well as 
its vulnerabilities related to 
emergency management; this is 
the baseline for solid planning. 
Rizikon’s extensive experience in 
devising and conducting thorough 
capabilities assessments assists a 
governmental entity or business 
to determine their current risks 
in the event of disaster, set goals, 
track progress, and communicate 
lessons learned throughout the 
process.

   CLIENT SPECIFIC PLANS - Our 
staff is adept at developing 
both hazard specific and multi-
hazard plans for all phases of 
an emergency, from mitigation 
to response, and beyond into 
recovery and resilience. This is 

accomplished by engaging critical 
stakeholders with innovative 
solutions related to planning, 
technology.

   EXERCISES & SIMULATIONS - 
Training and exercising are critical 
activities; they ensure emergency 
plans are workable, complete, 
and understood by those tasked 
with implementing them. It is a 
validation of your crisis plans and 
procedures with an opportunity 
for potential enhancements.

   EXECUTION & COORDINATION 
- At the conclusion of both 
planning and training efforts, 
Rizikon provides strategic 
guidance for effective future 
planning and is available as a 
real-time resource specialties 
such as crisis communications, 
security, and human impacts.
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Emergency 
Management 
Planning

Rizikon’s approach is consistent with the highest 
standards of governance. As a result, you’ll have 
the peace of mind that comes from knowing that 
you are prepared.

We deliver:
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Cyber Protection

With certified IT security professionals on staff, 
Rizikon offers a full range of cybersecurity 
services and enterprise IT security consulting and 
implementation. 

Our consultants can support your requirements in 
the areas of:

  Cybersecurity testing and evaluation, including 
penetration testing

  Vulnerability and risk assessment

  Cybersecurity policy and plan development/
review (CONOPS, SETAP, Contingency Planning, 
Disaster Recovery)

  Configuration management, design and 
remediation

  Malicious code review

Throughout every consulting project, Rizikon shares 
its best practices and corporate knowledge. In this 
way, we transfer our expertise to our customers, 
providing you with a level set and the ability to 
confidently monitor, manage, and improve your risk 
posture on an ongoing basis.

Rizikon cybersecurity consulting practice provides expert IT 
security consulting services and solutions.

Asset Protection
At Rizikon our consultative approach 
focuses on assessing the different levels 
of risk associated with businesses, large 
or small, effectively crafting cost saving 
solutions for our clients while protecting 
their business interest and assets. 

Rizikon provides a group of unique 
protective related services & 
solutions to help reduce the 
risks faced by diverse employers 
nationwide.

Cyber Security Audit
We provide an independent review and analysis of your 
organization’s cybersecurity and related practices, including 
network infrastructure design, network perimeter protections, 
anti-malware and data leakage strategy, mobile device 
security, system security controls, backup and restoration 
processes, physical access controls, policies and procedures, 
and security management. There are a total of twenty aspects 
that are evaluated as part of the audit process.
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Our tailor-made clinical 
consulting plan provides 
us with the capacity 
to assist healthcare 
clinics, staffing hospitals, 
emergency response, and 
employee wellness program 
management – just to name a 
few options.

Our field management 
personnel possess the 

professional knowledge, 
skills, and experience 
to work anywhere in any 
environment. And because 
of our experience and 
logistical partnerships, we 
can facilitate the movement 
of equipment and supplies; 
ensuring the right equipment 
is delivered to the right place 
when it matters the most.

Rizikon offers a variety of 
medical support consulting 
programs. As an affiliate 
company of The FDI Group, 
Rizikon has the flexibility 
to implement a program to 
address any medical needs – 
no matter how small or how 
large.

Consulting

Medical 
Support
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Services

Construction Site Clinics
Rizikon provides health support services to construction projects. We 

offer a unique set of resources in support of CCIP and OCIP wrap-up 

projects, urban and rural operations, skyscrapers, resorts, convention 

centers, amusement parks, and many others.

Rizikon provides construction sites with trained professional staff and all necessary 
systems, software, equipment, and supplies. Our staff is backed up by seasoned 
operations managers with extensive experience. All staff receives oversight and 
support from physician medical directors. We staff jobs on any schedule to meet the 
project’s needs, including 24/7. We are flexible to ramp up and down over the course 
of the project.

At large construction sites at a fixed location, Rizikon utilizes on-site clinics in 
trailers or other temporary structures. On widespread sites, such as highway, 
pipeline, and wind farm projects, Rizikon staff uses mobile units.

Rizikon’s on-site staff treats injured workers on-site immediately, following protocols 
designed for environment, and makes referrals to the appropriate level of care when 
necessary. Rizikon’s services and its affiliate business units help reduce workers’ 
compensation costs, avoid unnecessary recordable injuries, ensure regulatory 
compliance, and improve the experience mod for participants.

Disability & FMLA
Since most disability and FMLA management programs are employer-specific, 
Rizikon works with employers to deliver these services in accordance with 
internal management policies and procedures.

Medical Surveillance
Rizikon performs necessary medical surveillance testing and exams for employees, 
including drug testing, audiometric (hearing conservation), spirometry (pulmonary 
function testing), respirator fit testing, other OSHA required health monitoring, and 
new hire/pre-placement exams.
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Digital Reporting 
through 
aClaimant
This tool digitizes the incident 
management process, utilizing 
mobile technology with simple 
and intuitive workflow to 
reduce reporting times and 
streamline follow-ups for any 
type of incident. This includes 
personal injury, property 
and near misses. A personal 
dashboard is created for the 
client, allowing you to track 
view users, incidents, and 
reports active in the system.

Case Management
We can deliver unparalleled 
performance and service 
in multiple areas including 
workers’ compensation, auto 
liability, short-term disability, 
long-term disability and 
disease management. We 
provide the following services:

  Medical Case Management

  Vocational Rehabilitation

  Medical Bill Review

  Utilization Review

  Medicare Set-Aside

  Preferred Provider 
Organizations

  Peer Review

Independent 
Medical 
Evaluations
Provide clients with 
streamlined access to board 
certified and accredited 
multi-specialty physicians 
with expertise in conducting 
independent medical 
evaluations, disability 
examinations, record 
reviews, and radiological 
reviews.  Offering accredited 
healthcare professionals who 
offer expertise in conducting 
independent medical 
evaluations.

Injury and Case Management 
Tracking System

Out in the field, our staff utilizes our proprietary system, 
Startech Software’s TotalEclipse™, which is a fully featured 
single-database Claims Management and Medical Bill Review 
web-based application. 

Eclipse offers the client specific processing power, functionality and reporting capabilities 
you need to maximize productivity while controlling costs.
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The FDI Group  
Family of Companies 

For the past 45 years we have worked to assemble a dynamic 
group of insurance services companies. As an organization 
dedicated to providing a wide range of solutions across 
multiple disciplines, The FDI Group is guided by three 
dominant principles: Integrity. Continuity. Innovation.

The FDI Group is a privately held family 
owned company with three generations 
actively involved in the day to day 
operations. The changing face of the FDI 
Group exemplifies the art of creative 
business development to bring the best 
solutions, the best people and the best 

service to our clients. State-of-the-
art technology and knowledgeable, 
dedicated professionals help ensure 
adherence to the high standards long 
associated with the FDI Group.

Learn More — visit www.fdigroup.com

IME
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39500 High Pointe Boulevard,   
Suite 400 
 Novi, MI 48375 
(877) 591-0300

www.rizikon.net

Public Sector
Risk Management, 
Environmental, 
Safety & Loss 
Prevention Services

an FDI Group Company
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